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Show me my cloud pictures

As cloud computing moves from hype to reality, certain trends of broadness and best practices appear when it comes to public clouds vs. private cloud deployment debates. Anecdoteically and from the survey, it became clear that most enterprises first searched into personal clouds as a way to play with tools and cloud
concepts in the safety of their own safe sandboxes. [Technical Debate: Cloud: Public or private?] For example, a recent Info-Tech survey showed that 76% of IT decision makers will focus initially or, in the case of 33% of respondents, solely on private clouds. Most of our clients come in private thinking. They want to
understand the clouds, and think it's best to get their feet wet in their own four walls, says Joe Coyle, CTO at Capgemini in North America.But experts say a better approach is to assess certain applications, factor in security and compliance considerations, and then decide what applications are suitable for personal
clouds, as well as what applications can be immediately transferred to the public cloud. [Public options | Take a fast track to personal clouds]Personal clouds often time is a knee-jerk reaction, but not necessarily the right result, Coyle added. What the company really needs to do is look at every workload to determine
what kind of cloud should be. By asking the right questions about criteria such as availability, safety and cost, the answer will push the workload to the public or private, or perhaps a community, cloud, he said. Of course before transferring data to a multiple public cloud, enterprise IT executives want to reassure classic
caution around data security, availability and accountability, agree John Sloan, a key analyst with Info-Tech Research Group, and research and advisory firm IT. But I stressed, they are careful and not necessarily a red flag. They were more like a yellow flag, he said. This is because what will guarantee one company
won't come close to putting the other, Sloan increases the size of the company and the type of business makes a difference. He uses availability for example. If you're in a smaller company and don't have an N-plus data center, then the availability of three nines might be good enough for what you're running and, in fact,
it's probably better than you can provide internally. So from that point of view, public cloud services will be perfectly accepted, Sloan said. But if you're in a bigger enterprise with a large N-plus data center and you guarantee the availability of five-nine to a mission-critical or core application, then you'll sack the public
cloud for your most important stuff because it can't beat what's already there, he says again. And just as private vs. private doesn't have to be either/or recommendation, there are still other models, such as hosted private clouds, or hybrid clouds that provide additional options and flexibility for companies moving to the
cloud. If you have major security and privacy issues, and you don't want to build your own personal cloud, yourself, cloud, your own fenced community in the public cloud universe, is optional. The model turned out to be the right answer for The United Capital Finance Partners, a booming national partnership of private
wealth counselors. When we started searching, we thought, OK, we needed a cloud - everyone said we needed one. That's the word, said Brandon Gage, senior vice president of technology at Newport Beach of 250 people, Calif., company. But increasingly Gage is investigating the idea of building a personal cloud, the
less-implemented ideas become, he said. The level of expertise we need inside the house to make this happen ridiculous for the company of our size, and it doesn't make sense to map our way for the next three to five years. What we really needed is a partner who already does all the weightlifting, has an SAS-70 data
center audit, refers to customers and is able to deliver the experience that our users deserve, Gage said. Now United Capital stores its data in a virtual private cloud, located in a collocation facility, using file management and collaboration services from Syncplicity. I'm not going to lie. This makes me look like a rock star -
our cost savings have become incredible, in the range of 65% to 70%, and we're only in year one, Gage said. Moreover, he said, adding, users report a better experience of getting their data up and, because we get rid of servers, my IT person isn't running all day logging in and making sure this or that gets fixed. Taking
a different tack is the University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center in Houston, which has a personal cloud, and has no intention of ever moving to a public cloud due to patient safety and privacy concerns. Lynn Vogel, vice president and CIO at MD Anderson Cancer Center, says If I decide to put patient data in the
public cloud and there's a violation, then patients are more likely to go after me as the one who decides and institutions me than Amazon or Microsoft. They'll be packed with people for years, he said. So we have significant security concerns that really move us from thinking about public cloud sources. What's more, he
suggests, the profit awareness of public cloud providers could contradict how much willing to spend on data protection. Public cloud companies are in the business of making money, as they should. That's entirely appropriate, but ... if anyone takes a shortcut to protect the bottom line, I don't want to be in the middle,
Vogel said. Still, additional Info-Tech survey data shows that most enterprise IT executives expect some kind of future in the public cloud, Sloan said. When asked where they saw A public cloud over the next three to five years, for example, 70% of IT decision-makers said it would indeed be a place where selected data,
applications and processes lie. Variations on cloudVimeo, online video sharing sites, find great value in getting as a service (IaaS) from Amazon Web Services (AWS). The scalability models and on-demand costs available with AWS Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Simple Storage Service (S3) work well for the value-
added properties of workload placed in the cloud, said Peter McArthur, backend engineering director for the New York company, a subsidiary of internet iac. At one time Vimeo relied exclusively on managed hosting services, but about three and a half years ago it transferred its Web site infrastructure to an internal IAC
data center and all transcoding videos and uploaded services to the EC2 and S3. We started with the EC2 because it was so simple. We can register with credit cards and we don't have to do much work in the way of forecasts, McArthur said. At that time, the difference between deaf and off-peak volumes of our
transcoding was huge, and so scalability was critical. Vimeo today uses between 150 and 200 EC2 examples during peak hours and about 90 hours off-hours, to support transcoding and upload tens of thousands of videos per day, McArthur said. We love it. However, Vimeo's video workload has not raised concerns over
things like data privacy and information security - the two biggest inhibitors to public cloud usage. And there are companies that see their future exclusively in the public cloud. The same goes for AMAG Pharmaceuticals, which is working to turn off all applications and data to the public cloud. And when AMAG discovered
applications whose security needs made it unsuitable for the public cloud, they used external private clouds or hosted, said Nate McBride, executive IT director at Lexington, Mass., company. Coyle sums up the private public dilemma in this way: If the enterprise really sees bringing its technology environment to the
cloud, it's almost 100% going to end up with some kind of hybrid, if it really wants to do it right. Schultz is a longtime IT writer and editor. You can reach him on bschultz5824@gmail.com. Read more about data centers in the Network World Data Center section. This story, Public Cloud vs. Private Cloud: Why Not Both?
originally published by Network World. Note: When you buy something after clicking the link in our article, we may get a small commission. Read our affiliate link policies for more information. Last month, ExtremeTech revealed to you the true scale of internet. At one time, streaming adult videos might use around 30% of
the total internet bandwidth, which eumuries around 6 terabytes of that is consumed at all times. But what about the other 70%? Netflix, YouTube, and other non-adult video sites are large bandwidth pigs, possibly accounting for as much as 40% of internet traffic. Digital file lockers, such as Rapidshare and Megaupload,
about 10% of traffic worldwide. Surfing the web and email (and spam!) is 15%. And then there's the cloud computing. Today, most of the websites and websites are hosted Cloud. By this I mean that, rather than companies (such as Ziff Davis/ExtremeTech) manage their own hardware, third-party cloud storage and
computing services are used. Amazon Web Services (AWS), Microsoft Azure, and Google are three leading examples of large cloud clusters, but there are hundreds of smaller operations that range in size from across the data center to several shelves. The power of the cloud lies in the fact that it can be forced and
pushed into tasks as different as a cloud-based supercomputer, for webmail, for easy document storage. On a single cloud cluster, Google can host and serve YouTube video petabytes and save all your emails and documents. Of all the cloud insulation, though, today we will focus on cloud storage. Temporary Microsoft
data center storage may not be as sexy as terabytes of RAM and thousands of CPU cores, it is the most reliable way to measure cloud size, especially when we factor broadband consumption. From the amount of storage, we can also find out the cost of cloud storage — and from there, we can finally find out why the
likes of Google, Microsoft and Dropbox fall on themselves to provide cloud storage services. Like a story, we'll start with some theoretical numbers, and then move on to some real-world figure (and hardware) from Backblaze, the cloud backup provider. PetabytesFor most of it, real numbers from large companies, such as
Google, Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft, are few and far between. If you scour the web, though, some rough ballpark figures appear:Facebook, in an IPO filing, says it stores more than 100 petabaits (PB) media (pictures and videos). It's not realistic to say that Facebook may have a proper amount of capacity storage
beyond that, once you factor in backups and other data (status updates, likes, etc.), perhaps in the 300PB range. Microsoft recently acknowledged that Hotmail stored more than 100 petabaits, and that SkyDrive, with 17 million subscribers, saved 10PB of data. Like Facebook, Microsoft's total capacity, when we factor
across Azure and its web properties, may be more than 300 petabaits. Megaupload is relatively small compared to comparisons, apparently storing only 25 petabytes. Amazon, rather than giving us a large number of nice, simple mapbedits, instead announces the number of objects saved by the S3 cloud storage service.
As of April 2012, the Amazon S3 kept 905 billion objects. If we consider an average size of 100KB, that's around 90 maps; If the average size is 1MB, that's 900 maps – almost an exabyte! Dropbox, a year ago, saved 10+ datamates. It has 25 million users later, and 100 million users today, so all things are similar to it
now stores about 40PB of data. To put these numbers into perspective, the average computer may have a hard 500GB or 1TB, and the petabyte is 1024TB. At least, then, Microsoft and Facebook data centers host more than 100,000 100,000 Drive. Without building a custom hardware, you can squeeme 48 drives into a
4U enclosure. After accounting for network gear, this means you might see around 400 hard drives per 40U shelf - or 250 shelves, each occupying around a square metre of floor space. This may sound like a lot, but when you consider that Google, Amazon, Facebook, and Microsoft regularly launch data centers with
floor shows of more than 30,000 square meters (300,000+ square feet), it really isn't so much. On a large scale of things, more space is dedicated to servers (i.e. CPU) and network gear. BandwidthBandwidth-discreet, we have less data from the big boys. We know that, as of last year, a million files are being saved
every five minutes – so today, with four times the user, that's 800,000 files per minute. Amazon S3, which is much larger than Dropbox, handles 650,000 requests per second. If we assume that the average file stored in Dropbox is 500KB (mixture of photos, videos and documents) then Dropbox keeps a total of 400,000



megabytes (0.4TB) per minute — or 6.7GB per second (54Gbps). We don't have any data about how much data Dropbox sends per minute (i.e. people who download files from their Dropbox), but maybe in the region 10 to 20Gbps.Amazon S3, many of which are used to store static files for websites (images, style
sheets, videos), may have a lower average file size than Dropbox. If we consider the average size of 100KB per file, then 650,000 requests per second come to a large number of 61 gigalites of data transferred per second, or 488Gbps. This is very close to the 800Gbps figures we estimate for a huge site, which is
equivalent to around 2% of the total internet traffic – Amazon is pretty big! Facebook and Microsoft, with between 100 and 300PB of storage each, may fall somewhere between Dropbox and Amazon in terms of broadband usage — perhaps 200Gbps a piece. But enough theory! Let's discuss some real-world numbers
and real-world hardware! Hardware!
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